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ABSTRACT
The FAA and NASA are jointly developing Cockpit Display of Traffic Infor-
mation (CDTI) system concepts which enable the pilot to observe the surrounding
air traffic pattern. The impact of such a system is far reaching in terms of
improved safety, pilot and controller workload, and aircraft fuel efficiency.
One direct payoff is the ability to distribute the _iC workload to the 711ot in
such tasks as merging and spacing. In this paper, the CDTI application of spac-
ing approach aircraft in the terminal area is addressed. At both Langley and
Ames Research Centers, in-trail-following/CDTl experiments were performed using
realistic cockpit simulators and profile descent approach scenarios. Based on
collected experimental simulator data, pilot models were developed which include
state estimation, decision making and flight control aspects. These models were
coupled with models of aircraft and CDTI equipment to study the dynamic phenomena
and stability of strings of aircraft along various approach patterns.
INTRODUCTION
Both the use of more automation and more involvement of the pilot in the
air traffic control process are well understood to be future needs for providing
greater terminal area capacity. In hearings conducted in June 1977 by the U.S.
House of Representatives Subcommittee on Transportation, Aviation end Weather
it was concluded [i] that NASA should make extensive use of its Terminal Con-
figured Vehicle (TCV) and other cockpit simulators to assist the FAA in:
(i) examining the capabilities and limitations of cockpit displays
of traffic information (CDTI);
(2) exploring distributive management concepts for air traffic
control; and
(3) examinln_ human factor problems related to distributive manage-
ment concepts.
S:.ncethat time, a program has been organized which will tie together FAA ATC
(ground-based) simulators and NASA aircraft and associated cockpit simulators
, into a Joint research project [2] to explore applications of the CDTI system.
One application of particular interest is the use of the CDTI display
by the pilot for non-vectored clearances relative to other traffic. Under this
category are functions such as control into a traffic merge point, and
queuing, or spacing, along a route.
* The research described in this paper was supported by NASA I_angley
Research Center under Contract No. NASl-16135.
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In order to derive ;he control requirements fo: such functions, it is first
necessary to understand the dynamics of merging and trailing aircraft. '
Several questions arise associated with thls CDTI-based terminal area
traffic tactical control concept. These include:
(1) What are the basic dynamic phenomena associated _rlth independently
controlled strings of aircraft?
(2) What conditions would produce instability in the string?
(3) What information does each pilot need (from the CDTI and elsewhere)
to merge his aircraft adequately into the string and then to main-
tain appropriate spacing?
(4) What are the effects of measurement and display errors, wind shears,
aircraft mixesj spacing constraints, and merge trajectories on the
dynamics and contr 1 performance of the system?
(5) What advantages does this concept have compared to the ground-based
control?
This study begins to address these questions from a systems point of view.
In this first year's effort, focus was placed on analysis of the dynamics
of already formed strings of aircraft. To aid in this analysls_ use was made
of data from NASA cockpit simulator studies of In-trail following. The experl-
mental data were used to confirm analytical predictions and to uncover new
phenomena for the spacing task.
BACKGROUND
System Overview
The flight system (i.e. the pilot/aircraft/CDTl combination interacting
with other aircraft and ATC) is assumed to be entering the terminal area and
proceeding along an established approach to landing. A sketch of such a scenario
is depicted in Fig. i. The flight systems can be further described by the block
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Figure 1. Sketch of Approaching Aircrsft in a Terminal Area Scenario.
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diagram shown in Fig. 2. With regard to the _en blocks of Fig. 2, the following
assumptions were ,,u_de for this initial effort:
ii' H I i_1'',I ,,, 5
l ,.,,°,--.,-,o
Dlmplays SF
Figure 2. Block Diagram of a Flight System with CDTI Equipment.
i. Lead aircraft were given specified descent profiles for the approach *
task. Profile descents into Denver Stapleton International Airport
were examined.
2. Air Traffic Control was used to issue the initial sequencing and separa-
tion commands (e.g., "Close and maintain 60 sec separation behing
UA Flight 305").
3. No specific tracking system was assumed. Target aircraft were displayed
as symbols which took discrete movements every four sec.
4. The CDTI display symbology was based on formats chosen for the NASA
cockpit simulators. [3, 4, 5]
5. Other cockpit displays were chose standard for the simulated aircraft.
6. Part of the modeling objective was to characterize the pilot using the
CDTI in a following situation to sufficient detail so that the overall
string dynamics could be accurately emulated. Thus, only the longitud-
inal control was particularly studied.
: 7. Modeling of own aircraft longitudinal dynamics was relatively simple.
8, No wind model was used.
9. Other aircraft trajectories were stored from previous simulations.
i0. The relative longitudinal d)nnamics of each aircraft was measured as
projected on the desired horizontal flight path.
Previous Vehicle Strin6 Studies
There has been considerable previous investigation of traffic flow and
control problems of ground vehicles in strings [6-8]. Probably L,A. Hpes' work
of the early 1950's [6] was the first attempt utilizing the methods of operations
research. He derived a mathematical model for strings of automobiles (which was
a basic model used by later researchers), and he studied dynamic behavior of a
string of vehicles initially at rest or after a sudden stop of the leading
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rvehicle. Halght [5}, contributed a great deal to the understanding of traffic
flow by assuming a stochastic environment and using queuing theory. However,
because his approach was macroscopic in nature, such problems as to how to control
individual vehicles or how the stability of the string of vehicles is affected
were not resolved.
Athans and others [9-10] solved the optimal control problem of a string of
vehicles via the well known LQG (linear, quadratic and Gaussian) method. Athans
and Porter [i0 } applied these techniques to the problem of controlling aircraft
in the near terminal area under somewhat restrictive assumptions. The LQG approach
is mathematically interesting and concise; however, it is very difficult to
realize in light of CDTI applications.
Another approach to the metering and spacing problem was that taken by
Tobias [II ]. He obtained a general scheduling algorithm to generate time slots
at each way point for each aircraft traveling along the air route. However,
because his simulation did not provide dynamic interactions between adjacent air-
craft, it cannot be utilized to study string stability.
Based on a review of the above work and other pilot modeling efforts
[12-14], it was determined that a fresh start was needed to understand the dynamic
phenomena and stability aspects of a string of decelerating, descending aircraft
in a terminal area. This required analyses of different possible separation
criteria and the development of longitudinal flight system models.
SEPARATION CRITERIA
Finding a suitable longitudinal distance separation criterion is especi-
ally important when the pilot independently executes the spacing task with the
aid of a CDTI system. The separation criteria must satisfy three qualifications:
safety/efficien_j, executability, and computabillty/dlsplayabillty. There could
be numerous criteria which satisfy these requirements based on either distance,
ground speed, or time. Four possible criteria expressed mathematically are:
(i) constant distance (CD)
Ad = di - di+ 1 = constant ,
(2) constant time follower (CTF);
Ad = di - di+ 1 = TF Vi (TF = constant) ,
(3) constant time predictor (CTP);
Ad = di - di+ 1 = Tp Vi+ 1 (Tp = constant),
(4) constant time delay (CTD);
di(t) - di+l(t-T D) = O (TD = constant) .
Here, _d is the separation, di and di+1 are longltudiI,al distances of the it__h
and (i+l)t_h aircraft from a co-non reference point, and Vi and Vi+ 1 are the
corresponding ground speeds.
Differentiating the separation distance criteria yields the ideal speed
profile to maintain the separation. This neglects pilot and aircraft caused
delays. For example, in the case of the constant distance criterion, the separa-,
tlon equation is given by:
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!di(t) - di+l(t) = constant (i)
Differentiating this equation yields
Vi+l(t)= vi(t)• (2)
Equation (2) implies that in order to maintain a constant separation distance,
, the following aircraft speed must be identical to that of the lead aircraft. •
Table i summarizes the ideal speed profile corresponding to each of the five
separation criteria listed above, The table also shows the effect of each
crlt_rlon repeated for the it_htime (as In a string) with resvect to the first
aircraft speed.
Table 1. Separation Criteria and Ideal Velocity Profile
kpgrgtion Criteria Idol Vel_ity _ofile i th Vehicle
_Mut_t dL - dl+ 1 - vl+l(t) * vi(t)
D_st_ vl(o) - vl(s) /
(CD) _t_c vl+l(o ) . vi(a)*
(_netaut TUte dI - di+ 1 - Tr vi, Vl+l(t ) - Vl(t ) o TF ;i(t)
Follo_c vi(8) = (1 ° T_)i'tvl(8)
(c'rY) Tr - eo_t_t vs+l(s) o (1 - T_) vt(o)
_nstaut Tlae dI - di  1- Tp vial. _l `< , .- 1
(_P) Tp - c_ltgnt vi œ8T_I v1(8)
Co_bi_tl_ dI . TF vi  "1 1 •
_uetant Y_ " dt ¤˜ v/+l(t)" " _F TM h_p [vl " Te vII ['_'1 T ,i-I
_.d*c,or- l-T_ v,(.)-_T--_-- I vl(.)
Foll_er TF, T o eo_st_to = --. vl(I)(_FP) P v/vl(s) TpSVl
_nstant Time dl+l(t) - dl(t-T D) - 0 . vl+l(t) - v/(t*T D) e.(1.])TDSvl(e )
_lsy e.TDa vl(s) vl(s) o(_D) _ = coaster vt+l(e) =
• • - _p_ce Operator
IN-TRAIL FOLLOWING EXPERI)4ENT RESULTS
Results from experiments conducted at NASA Langley Research Center, uslng their
TCV cockpit simulator, were analyzed. The nominal approach path followed by the
lead aircraft was _long the profile descent leading to Denver Stapleton runway 35R
depicted in Fig. 3. The trailing aircraft was situated to begin at the KEANN way- ._
point. The nominal separation criterion for these experiments was
Ad = max [VoT, 3 nml.] (3)
where Ad is the nominal separation, Vo _s the own aircraft ground speed, _nd T
is a time constant of 60 sec. This crlterlon is a combination of the constan_
time predictor (CTP) and the constant distance (CD) of Table I, wlth crossover
being at own ground speed of 180 kt.
RzperimentDestgn
For Experiment No. 1, the lead aircraft was placed 7 nDl. In front of the
traillng aircraft. Th_s represented a posltlve initial separation error of 1.7 nni.
for own, when own had an inltlal ground speed of 340 kt. O_n pllot's first task
was to close the separation error to 5.3 n_l. After thls capture phase, the task
was to hold the separation according to Eq. (3) and to maintain the aircraft
reasonably close to the nomlnsl profile depicted in F18. 3.
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Eight •uns, consisting of
2_ kt
iq_ott a single following •ircraft
trailing nomln•l leads, were
•,_a selected for •n•lysis _ Ex-
x _ periment No. 1. Long_ _aal
I separation was measured byfirst projecting the lead air-
' craft position onto the futureI
, position of the following air-
I cr•ft.|
a_okt For Experiment No. 2 ("the
I t300oft daisy chain experiment") eight
I successive trailing aircraftwere initialized at the KEANN
_i L ......... v waypoint when the in.mediately
preceding aircraft passed 5.3
• _ *._., nmi. (60 sec) ahead of this
point. The lead aircraft of
this nine-aircraft string fol-
_, , lowed a nominal profile des-
,".... " cent along the path of Fig. 3.F115| _351
z_okt zto kt There were no initial separa- ,
_ooet _oott " tion errors in Experiment No. 2.
Figure 3. Nominal Approach to Denve_ Runway 35R The Eq. (3) separation criterion
was again used.
An example of the six key variables tha_ were recorded from each of the ex-
periments are depicted in Fi_. 4. These variables are the own and lead aircraft
ground speeds, the actual and nominal relative separations between own and the
lead aircraft, and own aircraft's throttle and spoiler settings. These data were
used to construct two different pilot models characrerlzing the results of Experi-
ment Nos. i and 2.
Pilot Models
In examining Experiment No. I data, • great deal of varlation in pilot stra-
tegy and actions was seen from run to run, even through the same pilot could be
following the s•me lead •ircraft with identic•l initial conditions. Thus, the
models developed had to cont•in features which •llowed for ch•nges in pilot deci-
sion and control from run to run. The appro•ch taken for developing the combln•-
tion pilot/alrcraft/CDTI flight system model for in-trail following w•s direct.
Given • set of input/output time sequences from the experiments, the model w•s
designed as a function•l set of equ•tions and logic with v•riable parameters .,
which would provide slmil•r input/output sequences.
Fig. 5 depicts a first-level block diagram of the flight system model developed
here, which is referred to as Model No. I. Aircraft control dynamics are repre-
sented by a first order lag between the commanded and actual accelerations. The
actual acceleration is integrated twice to obtain own aircraft ground speed and
distance traveled.
The CDTI display is modeled to generate _:he separation error _r M. The re-
corded target ground speed VT is integrated to obtain the target distance traveled,
rT The distance traveled by the flight system model, aM' is subtracted from r T
to'produce the _del separation dis_•nce ract. The model ground speed, VM is
multtvlied u sec (which is limited to 3 nmi. from below) to compute the model's
nominal separation distance r ..... The model separation r_ t is subtracted _rom
rN_ m to obtain the model separation distance error _r M. _e pilot sees • quantlzed
va_ue of _r M on the CDTI display. All modeled values are initialized to those
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.r ! *
3_i " recorded during an experlmental
_-_ run. The model separation error
on / is input to a second order track-
_ 3oo _r_|sP*.d ....--_'" ing filter to approximate the
: pilot's estimate of the error and
\/-,. \ its rate
_.-" Target
cr_=4t..4 Fig. 6 shows further detailsz_ .-" of the CVTI/pilot model implementa-
,.o', o ,'
o .. _./" tion. A tentative regulator ac-
. celeratlon command is obtained by
x_
• -- using a constant gain regulator
, t t ,,t , t ' -- law based on output from the pilot
...."- am - G + )
....•-" p ArRef
• + GvA_. (4)
_. _.............. .._ The regulator law controls the
:r separation error to a bias, _rRe f.
, _ j\, . /_. This bias is a function of the ,
'" _J kat_1 kMr.¢t_ map scale and it was introduced
3 / based on an observation that
-------" pilots tend to stand off at the
I I 1 t t l initial part of the approach and
then tend to close in later.
_- _"_--.
s% The resulting regulator ac-
celeration is averaged over a I0
_- sec time interval. If the aver-
_ ?_ age value exceeds the current com-
- 20 _ manded value by a threshold amount
0 a , then the average value _ is
"- used for the command. This logic
10 simulates the fact that the pilot
tends to not change the throttle
0 -- setting unless the error or com-
L I t I I I mand builds up beyond a certain0 MIO 1_ 3_ _0 _0
nm-t,-s-(,_) point. Also, he changes the throt-
tle position to a new point which
Figure 4. Example of Data Recorded From is then held. The acceleration
Experiment and Used to Develop System command aT contains two components:Model.
The one, aTh is for the throttle, and the other, a is for the spoiler. The ac-
celeration command due to the spoiler provides oneS_iscrete deceleration pulse
when the separation estimate is closer than the threshold value.
Authority and velocity limiting st the various phases of the approach are in-
troduced to simulate additlorutl observed pilot behavior. For example, the pilot
never accelerated above 340 kt nor did he decelerate below 130 kt. regardless of
the separation errox.
Fig. 7 shows typical _lme plots of the results of using this flight system
model compared to experimontal results. The top plot in Fig. 7 compares three
ground speeds - recorded target, recorded otm, and model predicted _n (VM in
Fig. 5). The second plot compares three separation distances between own and
target - recorded, model derived (ract in Fig. 5), and nominal model (:_6.- inFig. 5). To produce these results, the model depicted in Figs. 5 was
given identical initial conditions (separation, ground speed) as that of the
actual run, and it was driven by the recorded target 8round speed VT.
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The 8oodness by _hich the flisht system node2 uuutched the perfonunnce of the
actual experiments varied 8omevhat from run to run. Over the staht runs, the
nodel predicted ground speed had 8 mean error of -5.1 kt and an ZlS error of
*-15.3 kt vhen coopered to the recorded 8toun_ speed of the fell•van 8 aircraft.
Part o! the error is due to the fact that the recorded 8round speed excursions
yore sreater than predicted by the :odel. The frequency spectrun of the excur-
sions in the uodel and actual data yore seen to saree veil. This indicates that
control 811n and acceleration coumnd thresholds are G_od representations of
the pilots' control tactics.
In analysing the Experiment No. 2 data, sow observations veto made that
den•narrated a difterenc foil•van8 behavior than in Experiment No. 1.. To obtain
these differences, the fliaht systeu Hodel No. 1 tree undified in four veys,
Observations and uodel aodifications yore as fellers:
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(i) The initial deceleration of own aircraft wa, limited to a smaller
value than in Experiment No. 1
(2) Own aircraft had a different ground speed undershoot limit when it was
decelerating than the i0 kt used for Model No. I.
(3) The model separation bias _rR^f was changed to different levels during
a run depending on ovm'a grou_ speed.
(4) The acceleration threshold ea show_ in F!g. 6 was made smaller to
reflect that the pilot's acceleration commands had smaller changes
-ore often. This reflects better tracking accuracy and smaller separa-
tion excursions experien:ed in Experiment No. 2.
The result of these changes is referred to as Model No. 2. The difference between
recorded and Model No. 2 ground speeds had a mean error of -0.5 kt and an rag
value of e10.6 kt which is a 30% improvement over the fit provided by Hods1 No. I.
With a large enough data base, the parameters that are contalued within the
two models could be treated as stochastic variables; they could then be picked "
randomly from run to run while exercising the model. However, it is emphasized
that our purpose here is not to identify the perfect model but rather to capture
the essence of the p_rformance of the pllot/aircraft/CDTI combination in the
in-trail following task.
Strlng Dynamic Simulations
The flight system Model Nos. 1 and 2 were used to simulate the longitudinal
dynamic_ of a string of nine aircraft. The lead aircraft i_; this sJJaulated string
followed a sequence of constant decelerations at discrete time points to produce
a profile similar to the nominal approach. Initial spacing errors were mll.
Fig. 8 sho_s the simulated resul_s for the first, fifth, and ninth aircraft
using Model No. 2. The flrst plot d*_picts the following aircraft spacing error,
the second plot compares the ground ,peeds as functions of range-to-so. The
interesting point to note from these plots is that each successive aircraft slows
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down at an earlier range-to-go. The slow-down effect was seen on both Experiment
No. 2 results and the two simulated strings of nine aircraft using Model Nos. 1
and 2.
The slow-down effect was not caused by the 60 sec time lag inherent in the
CTP separation criterion. To prove this conclusion, a simple autopilot was '_
designed (to replace the pilot model) to null out the separation and speed
errors. The nominal separation distance was set to the constant time predictor
criterion of 60 V (i.e., the criterion did not _wltch at 180 kt.).
o
The autopilot model was also used to simulate a string of nine aircraft as
before. The results of this simulation were then compared to those of the string
simulation using Model Nos. 1 and 2 and the actual results from Experiment No. 2.
Fig. 9 compares results for the ninth aircraft in each of these four cases. The
top plot shows the separation errors, and the bottom plot compares the predicted /
and actual ground speeds.
Conclusions :'
From the previous results, the following conclusions can be made: .!
(i) Both Model Nos. 1 and 2 Experiment No. 2 aircraft have slower ground
speeds than the ideal autopilot model, and so they take longer to arrive
at the outer marker. (This amounted to an increase in flight time of
about 13%.) Thus, the CTP criterion is not responsible for the slow-
down •
(2) The differences in separation errors and ground spee _ predicted by the
Model Nos. 1 and 2 and the ideal autopilot model ind_zate the addition
of In-trsll errors caused by the pilots' decisions and actions. The
pilot introduces _rrors because of many items: (a) the switch in the
separation criterion and the tendency to hold s greater than indicated
separation. (b) inattention to tracking caused by the competitive task
of steering to the nominal profile and other tasks associated with land-
ing, and (c) the hunting nature observed in the pilots' ec_eleration
inputs. This latter fact is probably due to the pilot not having a
good ground speed reference to use to null the separation error.
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(3) Both in separation error and ground speed, the ninth pilots' results
from Experiment No. 2 fall between the results predicted by Model Nos.
1 and 2. This is good verification of the models' adequacy in predict-
ing flight system dynamic performance in a string when using the separa-
tion criterion expressed by Eq. (3).
(4) Despite the differences seen between the experimental-based models and
the autopilot model, the separation errors are acceptable and within
15% of the value specified by Eq. (3). Also, there is no gradual buildup
or oscillation of these errors. Thus, we can conclude that the pilot
does not induce instability into the string for this aircraft/CDTI
configuration.
ADDITIONAL WORK
The above results are preliminary and somewhat ideal. Currently, we are
analyzing another set of in-trall following task experimental results based on
using the NASA Ames 747 cockpit slm_lator I 15 ]. This experiment is different
from the previously discussed LangT.ey experiments in that (a) the simulated flight .:
begins during the final portion of cruise, (b) the initial separation errors are
varied, (c) the vertical control task to follow the desired profile descent is
not as automatic as for the TCV simulator, and (d) the lead aircraft have altitude
and speed errors in their descent profiles.
There are several more items that should be investigated regarding the
in-trall following task. These include the effects of Ca) mixed types of air-
craft, (b) different separation criteria, (c) winds, (d) some aircraft not being
CDTI equipped, and (e) the CDTI sensor and display errors. Beyond this, the
stability and dynamic phenomena associated with merging several aircraft into a
common string requires a combination of analytical and experimental study.
Finally, the dynamic aspects of pilot/alr traffic controller interaction for
terminal area merging and spacing using CDTI concepts will require investigation.
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